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Staying Mobile

Solutions for Seniors
Ice Cream Lessons
Etsy Everywhere
Global Trucking
430

Exactly the point
T

he Port of Brownsville is the point
where more steel crosses the border
into Mexico than any other U.S. port.
More to the point, it’s the largest landowning port in the nation with 40,000
acres ripe for development. The U.S. LNG
industry gets the point, too. Three LNG
exporters are in the permitting process to
build billions of dollars of infrastructure at
the Port of Brownsville. Also pointing in the
right direction is new legislation benefiting
wind energy equipment providers and
new unencumbered crude oil exports. The
point is, the Port of Brownsville serves a
growing consumption zone of more than
10 million people within a three-hour drive
on both sides of the border with a costsaving heavy haul corridor and efficient rail.
It’s the most important international cargo
transfer point on the Gulf of Mexico. The
port that works – the Port of Brownsville.
Get the point?

portofbrownsville.com
1000 Foust Rd • Brownsville, TX 78521
(956) 831-4592
1-800-378-5395

The port that works
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Senior Leadership
They have something to say and we
need to listen. If we are fortunate enough to have
senior mentors in our circle, we should stop, listen and act with much regard to their advice.
Tips are available from every direction
-- same-age colleagues, friends, consultants and
all can offer very helpful information. But we
should also frequently bend an ear to those who
have been blessed to exist and survive in life and
in business for more years than ourselves. This
can be more than one trusted source to ensure
balance on a range of several topics.
Making the time to sit down with these
wealths of experience, knowledge and wisdom
just may shed some light on a current problem or
concern we are experiencing. Asking questions,
listening and taking notes (written or typed, of
course) could prove to be some of the best continued education of your professional career.
Injecting pertinent and industry-applicable advice from credible and reputable seniors into your own company, business or organization has the potential to add a dimension
of success one might thought wasn’t possible.
Absorbing practical lessons from University of

Hard Knocks graduates balances textbook learning
with real world issues. We can definitely benefit from
those who have seen a few more lightning strikes
than we have.
National media has recently featured a
group of Fortune 500 companies’ aging CEOs who
have decided to pass the baton and many others who
are considering to step aside. This group of administrative leadership speaks volumes. They have insight
and perspectives on the very obstacles we face as Rio
Grande Valley leaders. It’s not a bad idea to do some
research and discover some gems from these men
and women. They obviously did many things right
to be at the helm for so many years.
Seniority teaches many life lessons. For instance, have you ever sat down with a group of elders
and listened to their stories? A good listener will inevitably be gifted with some important pointers on
what it took to survive both in life and in business.
No matter if you are a small non-profit or a
large for-profit company, challenge yourself to this
activity at least more than once. Surely something
brand new to lead your team will replace a possible
system of doing things the same, routine way.
Senior leadership in many ways has paved

the way and encorages us to continue a very
positive direction here in deep South Texas. Not
only can we absorb direct knowledge from those
who have survived many storms, many of these
mentors still have associations of networking including vendors, clients and others who can help
us lead our businesses to even greater heights.
Sometimes we think only the young
will survive, but let us not alienate the education of those who rode the horse while we were
in diapers. For it is those seniors who beat the
streets long before our days of technological advances from automobiles to communication.
Yes, we are spoiled in many ways. The unspoiled
can teach young pups a few new tricks.
Todd Breland - General Manager
Valley Business Report - VBR e-Brief
(956) 310-8953
todd@valleybusinessreport.com
www.valleybusinessreport.com
www.vbrkids.com
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Lone Star National Bank
Mobile Remote Deposit

Make Deposits from Your Fingertips with Your
Mobile Device. It’s Fast, Secure, and Convenient.
• Deposit Checks Directly Into Your Account Using Your Android or Apple Mobile Device.
• Simply Take Photos of the Front and Back of Your Check and
Submit.
• Get a Text Confirmation on Your Device for Each Deposit
Submitted.
• No More Trips to the Bank or ATM. Now That’s
Convenient.
• Just One of the Many Ways We Bring the
Bank to You.

1-800-580-0322
www.lonestarnationalbank.com

1. Certain restrictions apply. 2. Availability may be affected by your mobile device’s coverage area. Mobile Deposit
is supported on Android smartphones with OS 2.3+, Android tablets with OS 2.3+, iPhones with iOS 7.0+, iPads with a
camera (iPad 2) running iOS 7.0+. Your mobile carrier’s text messaging and web access charges may apply.
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Senior Mobility - Freedom in Motion
By Eileen Mattei
Keeping your independence as you age
is a near-universal goal. Mobility is the defining characteristic of independence. Walking,
driving or getting yourself around with a wheelchair, scooter or walker all contribute to that
sense of independence. But with approximately
10,000 persons turning 65 daily, the market for
mobility devices is predicted to keep growing.
A brief look at the mobility market reveals some interesting facts. You can rent a minivan with wheelchair access, for either the driver
or a passenger. You can buy a Chevy truck designed to let a wheelchair-bound person drive.
Wheelchairs and canes should be custom fitted.
The correct shoes can help you keep walking.
And those cute sit-down scooters are more affordable than ever.
Durable medical equipment, which in-

cludes wheelchairs and walkers, is available at standalone medical supply stores and at many pharmacies
across the Valley. Despite the morass that is Medicare, Medicaid and private health insurers, these
businesses have customers lining up for their products and services.
Footloose
Registered nurse Danny Acebedo left his job
as director of cardiology services at a clinic to start
Mediforce LLC with his wife Janie, also an RN. The
company provides mobility aids ranging from wheelchairs and diabetic shoes to installing and servicing
wheelchair lifts and stair lifts. “There was a need for
specialized services. It took us a few years to get certified to provide all the services,” said Acebedo.
Ten years on, he is now a certified pedorthist, trained in custom fitting specialized footwear
and orthotics that help people regain or retain the

ability to walk. In April two more of Mediforce’s
nine employees attended a two-week intensive
boot camp for pedorthists. “The demand across
the Valley is so great we cannot meet it.”
Mediforce displays about 150 different
diabetic shoe styles, all of them special ordered
after an assessment of the patient. The Valley is
infamous for the high incidence of diabetic patients, who generally have poor circulation and
damage to the nerves in their extremities, Acebedo explained. “They lose sensation in their feet
and their healing process is very slow. Diabetes
is the number one cause of amputations. Diabetic shoes help prevent amputations because
they protect the foot.”
“We want to specialize in foot pain relief,” he said. The main reason people request
orthotics is to ease the pain of plantar fasciitis.
“The advantage we have here is in-house cus-

Adaptive Driving Access sells and fits converted vehicles that enable people with decreased mobility to stay active. (Courtesy Adaptive Driving Access)
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Pharmacist Jesus Alberto Saenz, owner of Saenz Pharmacy, maintains a full line of medical equipment
and supplies that help keep patients mobile. (VBR)

Danny Acebedo, owner of Mediforce LLC, and assistant manager Raul Garcia, demonstrate how easy it
is to operate the BuzzAround scooter. Displayed behind them are some of the 150 styles of diabetic shoes
that pateints can choose from. (VBR)

tom fabrication of orthotics and custom inserts.
It gives us a faster turnaround, and we can do
modifications as they wait.”
Amputees, as well as persons with other health problems and injuries, turn to wheelchairs and scooters to maintain their mobility
and independence. “When you provide mobility devices, you have to do assessments before
you provide the ride. Otherwise you can shortchange the patient,” Acebedo said.
Mediforce staff go to the customers’
homes to see the where the patients will use the
device. “With a scooter, you will end up making
three-point turns. You can’t back up. Manual
and powered wheelchairs have good maneuverability. It depends on what they need. If they
have steps, we can provide ramps, either portable or permanent installations.” Nevertheless,
scooters start around $1,500, and more people
are buying them. Mediforce has certified scooter
techs.
Rollators are popular, almost stylish
walkers with seats, brakes and even baskets.
Canes come in many styles, with the most stable
being the quad, which has four prongs.
“Baby boomers are more aware of
the possibilities (of mobility devices) because
a majority of them have come here with their
parents,” Acebedo explained. “They are well informed and absorbing what’s going. They are
willing to spend money to take care of themselves. They don’t want to get cut off by losing
their mobility.” That generation includes a lot
of potential mobility customers.
As nurses, the Acebedos are interested
in educating their patients. “When they have
questions, we are here. I enjoy talking to the patients about diabetes. And as a company, we are
involved in the community with diabetic education,” helping people retain their mobility.
At least 50% of the accessible vans
and vehicles that Adaptive Driving Access
sells go to wheelchair-using drivers, according to Pat Machamer. The company, with offices in McAllen, Corpus Christi and Houston,
converts mini-vans, SUVS and trucks to make
them accessible, doing much more than installing ramps and lifts. “We fit the vehicle to the
specific needs of the buyer. They can be very
low tech or very high tech. We also sell modified
Chevy Silverado pickups that enable the enduser to stay in a power-chair and the lift takes
them to either the driver seat or passenger seat.”
Accessibility elements include hand controls
and steering knobs, lowered floors that allow a
wheelchair to be locked in place, and lifts that
place wheelchairs into the bed of a truck.
Adaptive Driving Access offers accessible van rentals by the day, weekend, week and
month. “This lets them test out different vehicles,” said Machamer. “A lot of people who rent
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Van conversions enable wheelchair bound drivers and passengers to access selected minivans, SUVs from us become buyers. It all depends on what they are
and truck models. (Courtesy Adaptive Driving Access)
looking for. We call the vans ‘doors to independence.’”
The new technology surprises those unacquainted
with the industry. “We recommend people buy already converted vehicles because it can take six to eight weeks to convert a van or truck.”
At Saenz Pharmacy, Hidalgo County’s largest independent pharmacy, Jesus Alberto Saenz is determined to
keep his durable medical equipment department open. “I
can make a full circle of service for my patients this way.”
Yet his volume is down because he no longer services Medicare accounts due to the drastically lowered reimbursement
rate for wheelchairs and walkers. “You’re talking about delivery drivers, and wear and tear on equipment: when you add
all the numbers, it doesn’t cover the costs.”
Veronica Godoy said 80% of the customers she sees
at Saenz for wheelchairs are hip replacement patients in rehab. “Mostly I work with DHR. They are good about sending me the order the day before. I try to have at least one
of everything they order on hand.” A major seller is the hip
kit, which contains a reacher with claws, a long shoehorn, a
sponge on a stick and a plastic form to help pull on socks.
Godoy said the balance of wheelchair patients are stroke patients, people recuperating
under workman’s comp, and children and adults
with broken legs and hips.
For more info, see adaptivedriving.com, mediforceme.
com and saenzpharmacy.com.
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Crafting Business Success
because its Ariel King prepares her keepsake boxes for their Etsy photos in the light box. (VBR)
customers
have a desire
to connect
to the maker,
Monroe said.
“For many
customers
on Etsy, how
the item was
made
and
who made it
can be just
as
important as the
item itself.”
She emphasized that the
About page
was where to
share information about
why and how
the items are
made. “Incorporate
details that
make
you
stand
out
from
the
crowd. Say
what
you
love
most
about making your items and how you learned your craft. You need to toot your own horn.”
The entrepreneurship program devotes
an entire session to building and marketing a
craft brand. “Branding is the personality of your
business and how you communicate that. It’s
the message, the emotion, people come away
with,” Monroe said. For example, she uses the
phrase “From my hand to your heart.”
Retrain your brain for marketing, she
advised. “All roads should lead to where people
can use their credit card. You can put in 13 tags
(searchable phrases or words) for each item. Use
them all.” In each item’s description, Monroe
recommended using bullet points to state dimensions, materials, colors, sizes, unique details
and time to delivery.
Etsy is closely linked to social media
such as Facebook and Pinterest. “I have so much
business that starts in Facebook and ends up in
Etsy,” said the crafter who is also a middle school
teacher. For business security, make sure all your
conversations about sales take place in Etsy, not
on Facebook.
More than a dozen small business owners enrolled in the Etsy Entrepreneurship class to become more successful
Because beautiful images make a handselling their hand-crafted products in the online store. (VBR)
made product standout, the curriculum includBy Eileen Mattei
Etsy, the online store for handmade
items and vintage (pre-1990) goods, had 1.4
million registered vendors in January 2015 with
sales topping $1.9 billion. This year Mission
joined Austin and Dallas as the only Texas cities
allowed to present the Etsy Craft Entrepreneurship program. The Mission EDC negotiated to
present the five-session training course, which
is designed to help small craft entrepreneurs
strengthen the business side of their operations.
Alex Meade, Mission EDC CEO, said the goal
is simple. “We hope to get more businesses
started.”
The training, which also supports active Etsy shopkeepers, was led by successful
Valley Etsy vendor Rebecca Monroe. She sells
custom-made, crocheted baby clothes and toys
on her Etsy site BabyByBecca.
Monroe guided the 12 participants
through standard business practices of tracking expenses, pricing for profit and calculating
packaging and shipping costs. “Look at others’ sites. Customize their policies on payment,
shipping, and refunds to match your product.
Don’t let fear of shipping keep you from making
sales.”
The entrepreneurship course covers the
steps of choosing a shop name (it should help
identify what you make), titling and then listing
an item in as many ways as possible with searchable phrases and keywords, and then opening
an online shop.
Etsy differs from other online stores

May 2016
ed a workshop on photographing crafted goods
using a professional lighting box that the EDC
has made available to Etsy vendors.
The best Etsy photographs use natural light or light boxes, never flash. They are
in sharp focus, displayed on a clean, neutral
background and shot from multiple angles and
up close without a zoom. “Experiment, move
around and don’t always center the product,”
Monroe said. “Photography creates the experience beyond the visual.” Each item is allowed
five photos and they should show texture, details, scale, colors, ways to use it and packaging.
You want reviews to note the “product looks exactly like the listing.”
Clothing and jewelry look better when
on a model, but don’t have the model making eye contact -- even if it means cutting off a
head, photographically, when displaying a necklace.
Overall, each shop should look cohesive, with photos using similar background colors and design. Snapseed is an app that allows
photos to be edited on a smart phone and then
posted to Etsy.
Etsy provides traffic and sales statistics
for its vendors who do not pay to open a shop
but do pay for each item listed and sold.
Michelle Young, who creates Boho
wrap jewelry, had established an Etsy shop, but
didn’t run it until going through the course. “I
get pumped after the class. It makes you think
of everything you want to do and gives you
extra tools. You look at other shops as a shop
owner.” Robert DeLeon of McAllen has made
wooden and metal pet pendants with his wife
for friends and plans to sell them online. “This
is providing me the opportunity to learn how
to jump into Etsy. My social media skills are
strong. Now I can sell more.”
Mission EDC will offer the Etsy Entrepreneurship course again later this year.
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At the Etsy class photo session, Sol Gallegos’ bath salts are prepped for a photo shoot inside a light box provided
by Mission EDC. (VBR)

Hard work paves the road to
prosperity. It’s the American
dream and no opportunity is
out of reach for those with the
will to achieve it.
For 70 years, Spherion® has
been supplying the highly
skilled flexible and direct-hire
talent organizations need to
out perform the competition
and stay at the top of their
industry. As a locally owned
staffing company, we know
the people who live here, so
finding the ideal candidate for
your needs is no challenge.
With Spherion as your workforce
partner, there is nothing you
cannot achieve!

3321 N McColl
McAllen, TX 78501
956.961.4298

Closeups showing details are essential for products
sold on Etsy.com. (VBR)

spherion.com/mcallen
©2016 Spherion Staffing Services LLC
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Ben & Jerry on Social Responsibility
By Rosemary Couture
When Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield
of Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream attended a meeting
of top American CEOs, they were shocked -shocked! -- to find the CEOs had high ethical
standards, didn’t exploit their workers, their
communities or the environment, and supported worthy nonprofits. But as unevolved
children of the ‘60s, Ben and Jerry cling to the
mantra that all businesses (other than theirs and
an anointed few), big and small, are by nature
evil or at least amoral.
Speaking in Edinburg at the UTRGV
Distinguished Speakers series on the “Entrepreneurial Spirit, Social Responsibility and Radical Business Philosophy” the duo riffed on their
book Double Dip: How to Run a Values-Led
Business and Make Money, Too. They admit that
a commitment to social causes creates strong
customer and employee loyalty.
Ben & Jerry’s rags-to-riches story, as
told by Greenfield, is spell-binding. With a few
thousand dollars, a certificate from Penn State’s
$5 correspondence course on ice cream making
and a used, five-gallon motorized rock-salt ice
cream maker, Ben & Jerry opened their business
in Burlington, Vt., because no other ice cream
parlors were there. They sold 50 gallons of ice

cream daily in the summer. In the winter, they had
to diversify and began delivering their ice cream to
restaurants and small groceries, soon expanding into
neighboring states and fighting off national brands.
The duo played all the rolls: scooper, driver, taste tester.
Eventually Ben & Jerry’s became a business
with $2 million in sales, and the founders were appalled. “We were not ice cream guys anymore. We
were becoming businessmen (writing memos, hiring
and firing people). It was not our idea of a good time
as children of the ‘60s,” Greenfield said. “We felt like
our business was becoming a cog in the economic
machine. We wanted to get out.” Then a friend suggested, if they didn’t like the way business was run,
they should change it.
Deciding to grow the business in way consistent with their values of supporting their employees and the community, they held the first ever public stock option in Vermont.
“We were looking for our neighbors to ‘get
a scoop of the action,’” Cohen said, hoping to make
them co-owners and prosper along with the business. They set a minimum purchase price of $125
and raised more than expected, like an early-days
crowdfunding effort. A few years later, they set up a
foundation to receive 7.5% of Ben & Jerry’s pre-tax
profits with the idea of funding social causes. Grant

Jerry Greenfield talked about growing Ben & Jerry’s into a major ice cream brand that he and partner Ben
Cohen sold to Unilever 15 years ago. (Courtesy Paul Chouy/UTRGV)

requests poured in, and unmet human needs
multiplied.
The two asked, why weren’t all businesses working to improve the quality of life for
everyone? “What Jerry and I discovered is that
there is a spiritual aspect to business,” said Cohen. “Business has become the most powerful
force in our society,” supplanting religion and
government. They believe businesses act in their
own, narrow self-interest instead of improving
the overall quality of life.
Ben & Jerry’s redefined their bottom
line to include both the profit made and the
improvements made for lives in the community.
“Once you change the mindset, the opportunities for combining the two, it’s limitless,” Cohen
said. “Money can be the root of all opportunity.”
Examples of Ben & Jerry’s social responsibility activism abound in their fair-trade
ingredients. They buy coffee directly from a coffee co-op in Mexico and wild blueberries harvested by a Maine tribe. The Brazil nuts used in
their rainforest crunch are responsibly harvested.
The brownies in one flavor are purchased from a
Bronx bakery that employs ex-cons and former
drug addicts.
Ben & Jerry’s operates franchised ice
cream shops, but franchisee fees are waived for
those shops run by nonprofit social service
agencies, like those running at-risk youth
job training programs.
Being known as social responsible meets
another set of customers’ needs. “It builds
incredible consumer loyalty. We form a
bond with consumers based on shared values. It differentiates our products, motivates employees and creates a unique selling
point,” Greenfield said. “It helps us with
recruiting.”
Ben & Jerry sold their company to
Unilever 15 years ago but still work there,
without responsibilities and without authority. They roam the country espousing
social responsibility, although many assert
the greatest good a business can do is to
provide good jobs and secondarily support
community causes.
The strongest tool of business is its
voice, Cohen said, but he deplored that
many large corporations use that voice only
in their self-interest. Switching into revival-preacher mode, Cohen and Greenfield
asked the audience to raise their hands in
support of getting corporations and their
donations out of politics via a constitutional amendment. Caught by the evangelical
spirit, many did raise their hands before
reaching out those hands for free ice cream.
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You’re Always Self-employed
By Arnoldo Mata
Many people dream of being selfemployed, seeing a number of advantages to
being their own boss. They believe that is the
only way to control their own future. They
believe that working for someone else means
that someone else controls their future.
Whether you’re self-employed or work for a
company, as Bob Dylan sings, “you’re gonna
have to serve somebody.” The real difference
is the mindset you bring to the challenge.
One interesting benefit of being
self-employed is that you control your time.
You have great flexibility. You also generally
earn more being self-employed, but it can be
erratic. Another plus is you don’t have to deal
with co-workers and office politics, and most of
the time you pick your own clients.
However, there are actually very few
differences between working for someone and
being self-employed. We all answer to someone
else at some point. The real difference between
the two is in the mental perspective: the mindset.
When you’re self-employed, you are
judged on every single job, every single time.
You only get another job when the last one
turned out well. When you have a job, your
employment is measured every six months or
once a year. The good work is measured against
the not-so-good work. You can afford to coast
sometimes or give less than 100%. Having the
self-employed mindset means that you never
settle for an adequate performance.
The first step is to ask yourself several
questions. How would I behave if the work I’m
doing today was a contract that landed in my
lap? How much value does my work bring to
the organization?
When I answer those questions, it
changes how I think about the task. First, the
sooner I finish a project, the sooner I get paid.
I want to finish a project before the deadline
so that I can move on to the next project and
get paid for that. Second, if I do it right the
first time, I won’t waste unpaid time doing it
over again. More importantly, doing it right will
make sure that I get more work the next time it’s
available.
Unless you’re in sales, it may be hard to
easily measure just how much value you provide
to an organization. Still, I know that if it did
not add value to the organization, the job would
not exist. It is important to try to put a dollar
amount on my work, in profit and/or cost savings. It will be important to know in case my
job is at risk at some point in the future.
As a contractor, I have to add value

in every way possible. For example, I was doing a
leadership session for a local business because they
believed they were having problems with teamwork.
After working with the group and some informal
discussions, it became clear to me that the real problem was that they needed to work on their mid-level
management structure. I met with the supervisor
and shared my thoughts. It was almost as if a light
bulb went off in her head. That’s not what I had been
hired to do, but I added value to the work I had done
in the training session.
I constantly work to expand my network.
While I may do work for one division or depart-

Blanca Villalobos
Assistant Vice President

Adrian Villarreal
Senior Executive Vice President

ment of an organization, I try to meet other
people within that organization. Of course, I
also work at expanding my overall network of
people. You can certainly do it inside and outside of your job.
I continuously search for new clients or
projects. Unlike an employee, I cannot simply
wait for my boss to hand out assignments. I
have to hunt for every assignment, looking
beyond my normal skills sets to see what else
I can do in other areas. That is part of the
mindset.
When you take on the self-employed
mindset, you can change your career trajectory. Think of yourself as self-employed and
behave as if that is the case. You become more
valuable to your organization and build a stronger foundation for future success.
Arnoldo Mata heads Leadership Resource Group,
specializing in leadership and management training, grant writing and strategic planning, with
more than 25 years working with non-profit organizations, community organizations, local governments and private businesses. He can be contacted
at arnoldo.mata@hotmail.com.

David Guerra
President and CEO

Belinda Leal
Assistant Vice President

WE KNOW THE VALLEY
At IBC Bank, we know where you’re coming from because we come from the very same
place. As your neighbors, we’re committed to personal service based on face-to-face relationships. And as a bank with a local board, we’re dedicated to helping your business grow
with quick decisions and tailored loan packages.
Come discover how you can do more with a true community bank. Stop by IBC Bank and
talk with us. Or better yet, call us and we’ll come see you.

One South Broadway, McAllen, TX 78501 • (956) 686-0263 • ibc.com
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More Than Enough
By Eileen Mattei
“People come in here and say, ‘I feel
like I’m in a candy store,’” Juan Rosales said.
Although his RGV Surplus is an online store,
with 48% of its sales on eBay and Amazon, the
balance comes from local Craig’s List and Facebook customers. Regional buyers who track the
company to its Edinburg warehouse often gape
in astonishment at the floor-to-ceiling collection of surplus office equipment and electronics
ranging from laminating machines and shredders to chairs and file cabinets.
Rosales opened a small eBay store (Just
Trying to Make a Buck) nine years ago, while
he was the Valley unit manager for a national
corporation. Soon after he accepted a generous, early retirement offer with a hefty severance package. In 2012, he took the store fulltime and found a backlot warehouse to hold the
inventory, thinking he didn’t need a storefront.
Yet his local business is growing and customers
have begun giving him lists of items they want
him to find for them. “I have to get a better
location,” Rosales realized. Nothing upscale, of
course, just a better warehouse.
Rosales revels in the acquisition side of

his business which Juan Rosales, founder of RGV Surplus, bought a batch of daycare cots, repurposed
entails buying sur- them as dog cots and sold them all in a few weeks. (VBR)
plus in quantity at
numerous auctions
put on by school districts and business
liquidators as well as
by municipal, county, state and federal
entities. He homes in
on school auctions.
“They offer the best
deals. Much of it has
nothing wrong with
it. Others don’t buy
because it is large
quantities.”
Back
in
Edinburg, Rosales
breaks down the
pallets to see what
he has, usually a
mix of brand-new
and slightly used
items. “It’s not Antiques Roadshow,”
he said, although his
ROI can be up to
1,000%. Unloading pallets, he can
discover items that
are hot at the right
price, such as small,

RGV Surplus has a warehouse overflowing with used laminators, projectors, computers and medical office
equipment that are put up for sale on Craig’s List or the company’s Facebook page and website. (VBR)

May 2016
daycare center cots, which flew off the shelf
when marketed as dog cots.
How do you know what to buy? “It’s
trial and error. I’ve learned now not to buy unless you know you can flip it quick,” Rosales
said, admitting he sometimes ignores that policy. He couldn’t resist a large lot he bought for
$50. “To them, it was just junk. I knew the
value.”
Rosales’ crew, which includes his son
and sons-in-law, test the larger electronics like
presentation projectors and screens in the Theater Room. Customers can confirm the equipment is in working order. Customers include
private schools, daycare centers, print shops,
start-ups, small clinics, RV parks and offices in
Mexico.
RGV Surplus has a retired office machines repairman on call to do minor repairs
on laminators, shredders and typewriters. A
retiree from the biomedical field fixes medical
equipment as needed. Even after covering minor repairs, Rosales said his breakeven point is
very low thanks to quantity purchases. “I buy
everything so cheap, so I can charge as much
as the consumer is willing to pay. I have flexibility because I can lower the price if something
doesn’t move.” Buying low and selling high has
never been so simply demonstrated.
Rosales’ long-term relationships with
auctioneers and repairmen means he receives
calls when items that fit his niche show up.
RGV Surplus has tons of inventory,
Rosales calculated. “It’s tough to track, with so
much variety and in different conditions. More
than half of what we have is not listed. And we
don’t always carry the same things.”
Rosales has participated in the joint
SBA/UTRGV’s ScaleUp program, which has
him paying more attention to tracking his inventory. “Part of the training is you have to
know what your assets are. I can’t sell something
if I don’t know it’s here.” Now if it doesn’t sell
in a certain period, he marks it down and ultimately sends the slow movers and excess items
to auction houses.
As an online store owner, Rosales is
attuned to feedback and proud of the positive
posts RGV Surplus has had from Craig’s List
buyers. “The reviews have been great,” he remarked about a large lot of computers he sold
via Facebook. “People from out-of-state see
that we are legitimate.”
In the future Rosales plans to have an
updated, free-standing website to sell products,
with the capability of having vendors drop ship
for him. He plans to increase his staff, too, to
keep up with demand and inventory.
For more information, see Facebook/rgvsurplus or
call 270-4271.
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Consumer Credit
In February, consumer credit increased at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 5-3/4 percent. Revolving
credit increased at a 3-3/4 percent annual rate, while non-revolving credit increased at a 6-1/2 percent
annual rate. (Courtesy Federal Reserve)
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Low Profile Codysur Spans Globe
By Eileen Mattei
Fabian Contreras recalled that his father, who owned several Mexican companies,
told him to go start his own business. Contreras struck out on his own, diving into the U.S.
trucking industry and learning its ways. Now,
13 years later, he is the president/CEO of Codysur Group, a trucking and logistics firm consisting of seven companies with 220 employees
and revenue of over $40 million in 2014, serving automotive, electronics and related industries.
Contreras preferred to keep a low
profile while growing the business. Codysur’s
white trucks and trailers display only a simple
CT logo. The business has between 200-250
trucks on the road daily and has invested over
$250,000 for GPS and real-time tracking of its
trailers and trucks. The advanced, integrated
software programs verify data for drivers, dispatch and accounting to allow safe and efficient
deliveries. In April, Codysur began sharing its
success in “bringing North America together”
with a large sign at its 30-acre facility in San
Benito.
The midst of a recession was not the
optimum time to grow a business. “In 2008
we had everything in place to survive. We had
gotten out of the things that were not making
money and cut expenses. That gave us strength,”
Contreras said. Opportunities started coming their way as less stable trucking companies
closed down.
“A key component of our success is the
way we operate. Everything is do or die: the 20-

Codysur Group CFO Carlos Buentello, CEO Fabian Contreras and COO Victor Mendez have grown a San
Benito trucking company into a global logistics powerhouse. (VBR)

mile and the 2,000-mile load are all the same,” said
COO Victor Mendez, who had extensive experience

Codysur drivers get a final reminder before hitting the road. (VBR)

in Michigan trucking. “We try to stay in operation 100% of the time. We understand the supply chain in Mexico. We do what the customer
requests. This company offers door-to-door service from Mexico, communication at night, and
we know where our trucks are.”
“Codysur is the most Americanized
Mexican company around. When we go to Detroit, they are not expecting a real company,”
Mendez added. “We are probably more wellknown in Michigan than here.”
On the other hand, Carlos Buentello,
CFO, characterizes Codysur as a U.S. company doing business in Mexico. “Fabian sells the
product. Victor tells them we can do it all for
you. I make sure we are profitable,” he said, well
aware of the large fleet of nearly new trucks and
the bills that come in monthly, no matter which
country is celebrating multiple holidays.
“We manage as a team,” Contreras explained. “Everybody brings something to the
table. Transporting freight is not hard.” Finding
the right people is the hard part of the equation.
The average age of employees (excluding drivers) is 26, reflecting Codysur’s tendency
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to hire people one or two Codysur’s trucks with the CT logo line up prior to departure. The firm uses only two truck models to optimize servicing. (VBR)
years out of college. “I like
to hire to see what they want
to learn,” Mendez said. “We
give them the opportunity.
We’re looking for people
who have dreams, hopes and
long-term commitment. Fabian knows how to develop
the people around him.
When he brought each of us
into the company, he made
us work for it,” Mendez
said. “Five years later, I understand why. He wanted to
make sure they respected us
and saw that we were good.”
Buentrello agreed,
noting that expectations
from the labor force in RGV
are low, but Codysur shows
its employees how to grow
and improve and doesn’t
believe in micromanaging
them. “They learn from their
mistakes and start making
better decisions.”
Contreras branched
out to open Codysur Logistics in 2008 and kept adding to the group’s services:
warehousing, supply chain management, global
freight expediting, brokerage and more. They
have subcontracted to get a truck to a Midwest
customer ready to load within an hour. For a
customer needing space to re-work a shipment,
perhaps correcting a labeling error, they have arranged work space and equipment. “We don’t
stop. We fix their problem. You can always find
an excuse to fail.”
“It’s not hard to satisfy customers,”
Contreras said. “They want to see that whatever
you promised is there. We sell. We deliver.”
“Fabian has pulled all the stops so we
rarely have to say we can’t. We look at things
in so many different ways, like a Rubik’s cube,”
said Mendez. “Different routes, different
bridges.” Codysur has gained a reputation for
a “no-hassle price” with no hidden costs, said
the CFO. The goal is long-term relationships
which doesn’t come from having the cheapest
service but the most dependability and quality.
The three executives, all between 36
and 40, haven’t let their titles go to their heads.
“Clients know they can call us at 3 a.m. and
they do,” said Mendez. “The corporate structure has helped to build up junior management.
They get to see behind the curtain and we can
mold them to what we want them to be.”
For more information, see codysurgroup.com.
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Hatching Businesses
By Arnoldo Mata
“Incubation, like everything else, has
changed,” said Irv Downing, UTRGV associate vice president for economic development at
the Entrepreneurship and Commercialization
Center’s Business Incubator. “What’s interesting is the way incubation has gone in terms of
the supporting structure, in group sessions, oneon-one meetings and in ways to help businesses
get over hurdles. Equally important is the assessment of the business idea.”
Previously an incubator was primarily
a workspace, a desk with a coffeemaker nearby,
but the concept has evolved beyond a co-working space, according to Linda Ufland, manager
of the center in Brownsville. “One of the big
difference now is we’ll have a monitoring system
in place to make sure that they are here for the
right reasons. Part of the admission process is
to look at the concept of how they can benefit
from incubation.”
The incubator’s services focus on
weekly meetings between business owners and
SBDC advisors as well as participation in one
of three KauffMan FastTrac training programs,
tiered to companies in different stages of growth

and technology. All busi- Offices for Business Incubator members at the UTRGV Entrepreneurship and
ness owners who sign on Commercialization Center are equipped with desktops with double monitors
for six- or 12-month incu- and access to numerous networking opportunities. (VBR)
bator membership attend
sessions on marketing and
finance, while they work
through the process to realize their dream or simply
assess their business idea.
“Basically, we’re
now like a hub for entrepreneurs,” said Downing.
“This is a general incubator. We would help a
technology business go
through a business plan,
but we also will work with
a taqueria to determine
their legal structure and
their loan sources and assess if their location is
good. They test drive the
market.”
path to success, she said.
Amazing things happen “when you are
UTB had operated an incubator at
launching rockets in your backyard,” Downing addITEC since 2002 and a number of those clients,
ed, noting the commercialization potential expectincluding some in construction and food proded from the combination of SpaceX and UTRGV
ucts, have been carried over to UTRGV’s Busiresearch in medicine, astronomy, physics and the
ness Incubator.
coastal environment. Economic development is
now folded into in the same UTRGV department
For more information, call 882-4315.
as research and innovation.
‘What gets me exited is bringing together
different assets and good collaboration,” Downing said. The business advisors will be supplied
by SBCD and the incubator team will facilitate
resources with a focused approach, from helping
members assess their ideas to providing information
about permits and licenses.
Ufland, who Downing credited with the
incubator’s structure, said the KauffMan program
makes sure that every company is aligned with a
personal vision. “The power of KauffMan is when
you have other businesses there to discuss structure
with you, helping you understand what accounting
is, and issues of cash flow, the lifeblood of a business.” The incubator provides the setting that enables informal networking between the new businesses using the WiFi-enabled offices complete with
desktop computers and community workstation. It
also will host formal networking events.
Memberships range from $150 per month
for the long-term Incubate, Innovate and Launch to
$275 for the six-month Fast Launch program. “We
maintain low cost and easy out,” Ufland said. Even
with today’s low barriers for starting many businesses and the increase in people working from their
homes globally, there is still a need for an incubator
like UTRGV’s to help put new businesses on the Irv Downing (UTRGV)
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Turn it Down, Please
By Texas Mutual Insurance
In the grand scheme of workplace hazards, it can be
easy to overlook noise exposure, but hearing loss is the most
common work-related injury in the United States. It affects
about 22 million Americans each year and costs businesses
$24 million in workers’ compensation benefits. The bad news
is that once you lose your hearing, you can’t get it back. The
good news is that hearing loss is preventable. An employer is
responsible for protecting everyone’s hearing on the job. Do
your part by following these tips.
Know when enough is enough. If you are exposed to
a time-weighted average noise level of 85 decibels or higher
over an eight-hour work shift, the employer must implement
a hearing conservation program. For reference, vacuum cleaners, blow dryers, kitchen blenders and lawn mowers typically
reach 85 decibels. If you have to raise your voice to be heard,
if speech arounds you sounds muffled or dull after you leave a
noisy area, if you can’t hear someone three feet away or if you
suffer from tinnitus (ringing in the ears), you should protect
your hearing.
Pay attention to proximity and duration. We could
all use a mute button for our lives now and then, but volume
is just one hearing conservation factor to consider. The length
of time you are exposed to noise, as well as how close you are
to the source of the noise, are other factors in the hearing loss
equation. So the next time you are at a loud rock concert, stay
toward the back of the venue and step outside to
give your ears a break. They will repay you by serving you well years down the road.
Buy quiet. Tool and appliance manufacturers are doing their part to protect consumers’
hearing by offering quieter products. In fact, the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health encourages construction and manufacturing employees to participate in its “Buy Quiet”
program. You can follow suit at home by purchasing quieter dish washers, refrigerators, garbage disposals and blenders.
Take care of yourself. Preventive mainAccounting Fraud Investigations
tenance is a cornerstone of hearing conservation.
Get your hearing tested at least once a year, and
Internal Controls Consulting
avoid tobacco use and earwax buildup. Both can
Loss Risk Mitigation
increase your risk for hearing loss. Finally rememCertified Public Accountants
ber that some medications can damage our hearCertified Fraud Examiners
ing. If you must take a medication that may harm
your ears, make sure your doctor checks your hearCertified Internal Controls Auditors
ing and balance before and during your treatment.
Wear hearing protection. Operating power tools, mowing your lawn and going to concerts
are everyday realities of life. You can preserve your
hearing by wearing personal protective equipment.
Noise-cancelling earplugs, earmuff and ear plugs
are just a few of the many PPE options you can
Ricky Longoria, CPA, CFE
Ben Pena, CPA, CFE
205 Pecan Blvd
1950 Paredes Line Rd
choose from, but PPE should be your last line of
McAllen, Texas
Brownsville, Texas
956-618-2300
956-542-2553
defense against any hazard, including noise exporlongoria@bmctexas.com
bpena@bmctexas.com
sure. The best way to protect your ears is to remove
www.bmctexas.com
the noise, and the next-best way is to limit your
exposure.

Fraud & Forensic
Accounting
Services

Tax
Consulting
◊ Compliance, Planning & Preparation
◊ Business & Individual Tax Issues
◊ Expatriate & Mexico Tax Matters
◊ M&A & Liquidation Planning
◊ Representation before the IRS
◊ International Tax & Transactions
◊ Estate & Gift Tax Planning

Brownsville, Texas
956-542-2553

McAllen, Texas
956-618-2300

www.bmctexas.com
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Preparing to Pamper Clients
By Eileen Mattei
“We wanted to create something a little
bit different, a salon-spa environment,” said
Robin Brechot, executive director of Salon &
Spa Institute. With décor that combines bamboo and stone, grays and blacks, and rich wood
kiosks for hair stylists, the Brownsville business
does not look like any other cosmetology and
esthetician school I’ve seen.
The atmosphere of the spa training
and service area radiates serenity and relaxation,
while the salon side features lively music in a
spacious set-up with contemporary work stations. Two cosmetology students in trim, black
uniforms cluster around a customer whose hair
is being cut by a fellow student under the supervision of an instructor. In a classroom, students
practice rolling and styling hair on mannequins.
Most spa services take place in a separate wing
where student estheticians in white uniforms
practice their skin care, makeup and waxing service skills. The upmarket pedicure area is separated from the hair salon by a wall of bamboo.
“We feel we have a very welcoming
environment. The way we run our courses, our
programs, helps with that,” Brechot said. That

LINEN &
UNIFORMS

a t t i t u d e Robin Brechot, Salon & Spa Institute executive director, oversees a staff of six instructors. (VBR)
is
confirmed by
customers who
drop by
or make
appointments for
reduced
price hair
and spa
services
provided
by
the
students.
In 2006
Brechot
and coinvestor
M a r k
Jo h n s o n
opened
Salon &
Spa Institute and
in 2012
relocated
to
the
current
12,000-square-foot facility, which is double the size

of the original facility. “We wanted more room.

--Rentals and
Direct Sales-Valley owned
and operated.

956.399.4340

Cosmetology students at Salon & Spa Institute practice styling on mannequins. (VBR)
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We were growing and knew we Practicing on live customers is part of the training at Salon & Spa Institute. (VBR)
would have more students,”
said Brechot. The school,
which began with 20 students
and now has 63, struck the
former healthcare administrator as “a good business idea.
Business is business: you have
expenses, income, customer
service, community relations
and advertising/marketing.
Obviously our biggest customer is our students. They
are number one.”
To produce a great
product starts with having
competent and confident instructors. The school’s five licensed instructors, all experienced in their field, supervise
the students as they work on
customers. While regulations
require a minimum of one
instructor for 25 students,
Salon & Spa gives more personal attention with one instructor for 12 students.
Salon & Spa students
attend several classes together,
Brechot said. “It’s not just
technical, not just learning
how to cut hair or give facials. With our curric- classes typically start in September and January, alulum, the students learn how to do the service though new courses begin the first Monday of every
and the whole realm of how to run your busi- month. The majority of students receive financial
ness, the customer service aspect and the various aid.
Salon & Spa has arrangements with several
components. We say to students, ‘When you are
here, that client is your client. Think of it as if licensed massage therapists, Brechot said. “We offer
A Full Service Commercial
this were your own location. How would you massages because that fits our idea of the true salonReal Estate Brokerage Firm
spa. We’ve been
want them to be treated?’
very fortunate, we
Many of them come here
have some great
with the goal of working
massage
therasomewhere to get experipists who work
ence and then move onto
with us.”
their own location.”
“We feel
Cosmetology and
we have a very
spa services students engood
product.
roll at all ages and levels
With
Samuel
of work experience. Salon
Avila as our new
& Spa goes to high school
school director,
career days to talk with juwe’re confident
niors and seniors. Other
we are going to
students find out about
the school from community events. “Young only get better. He has great ideas and fun activities
mothers realize they can come to school while with the student that will be creating more exciteA 13 year associate in charge of Property
Management, David oversees approximately
their children are in school. One student was ment.
500,000 sf of properties and removes the
Brechot, of course, gets all her beauty sera retired school teacher who had a cosmetology
license and came here to get her instructors li- vices here: manicures, pedicures, hair, spa services daily burden from investors allowing them to
be free from daily operations.
and massages. That’s an enviable way of keeping
cense,” Brechot said.
The school offers a 750-hour instructor tabs on the business while being pampered.
2290 W. Pike Blvd. Suite 100 - Weslaco, Texas 78596
info@davisequity.com
www.DavisEquity.com
course along with the 1500-hour cosmetology
(956) 969-8648
and the 750-hour esthetics courses. The largest For more information, see ssi.edu or call 541-3330.

“We say to students, ‘When you
are here, that client is your client. Think of it as if this were
your own location. How would
you want them to be treated?’”
--Robin Brechot

David McDaniel
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Business Entity Ownership
By Frank Cortazo
The use of business entities (e.g., corporations, LLCs, LLPs and limited partnerships)
to hold and operate property has significant
benefits for both U.S. and non-citizens. Owning and operating property investments through
one or more business entities is generally more
advantageous than direct personal ownership of
the property. Limited liability protection is often the most cited advantage. Debts arising out
of the use of or occurrences on property owned
by individuals who are not operating under the
umbrella of a business entity could – if imposed
on the owners personally -- have a devastating
effect on the owners for many years. Use of a
business entity for personal liability protection
is no substitute for liability insurance, however.
The “cost of defense” (i.e., cost of lawyers) most
insurance policies provide in the event the owners are sued is well worth the premium the owners pay for liability insurance coverage.
Several advantages of owning and operating property through a business entity, however, go well beyond limited personal liability
protection. Formation of business entities for
ownership of real property is one of the most
common tools used by lawyers, accountants and

other professionals to minimize the effect of the estate tax. This tool is particularly important for nonU.S. citizens who own U.S. property. The non-U.S.
citizen does not have to have an operating “business”
in order to take advantage of these business entity
ownership benefits. A business entity can be used
simply to own or hold title to U.S. property.
The estate tax exemption amount for nonU.S. citizens is extremely low. Their ownership of
U.S. property valued above $60,000 may expose
them to imposition of the estate tax upon the owner’s death. Use of a business entity, which might
or might not own the property directly, combined
with proper succession planning, can minimize imposition or the amount of any estate tax. The noncitizen may be able to entirely avoid the estate tax,
and possibly eliminate the need for any probate in
the United States, under certain circumstances. This
same technique is often also used to minimize or
avoid estate tax for high net worth U.S. citizens.
Business entities also better control and
manage property when there are multiple owners. If
the property is owned outright by several persons,
each owner (either intentionally or not) has the ability to negatively affect the property and the other
owners. The owners may agree among themselves
that one or two owners have the authority to manage
or encumber the property. But that will not stop a
non-authorized owner (or his circumstances) from
encumbering the property or affecting the other
owners. It will simply give the other owners a claim
(i.e., probably a lawsuit) against the unauthorized
owner whose actions or circumstances resulted in a
loss to the other owners.
In contrast, business entity ownership imposes a structure upon the owners that can prevent a
non-authorized owner from encumbering the property or adversely affecting the other owners. With a
business entity owner in place, third parties dealing
with the property must deal with only an authorized

person of the business entity. That person’s personal circumstances and debts generally will not
be imposed on the other owners or the property
owned by the business entity.
This business entity structure facilitates
passive investment by persons not actively involved in the operation of the property. Control and management can be kept in the hands
of certain owners, while still allowing others to
share in the profits. This can facilitate a managing owner’s autonomy in the operation of the
property, undisturbed by an owner with limited
knowledge of the property or the business being
conducted on it.
Estate planners use this advantage of
business entity ownership to facilitate moving
the “value” of property to children or others during an owner’s lifetime, thereby decreasing the
size of the owner’s estate upon death. This results in a concomitant decrease in the amount
of the estate tax and may eliminate it altogether.
At the same time, through, e.g., voting trusts or
designation of management powers in the business entity, the original owner can maintain the
ability to control the property during his lifetime.
The use of business entities to own
property has several advantages over individual
ownership. Centralized control and tax benefits
are but a few of the advantages that – with proper advice from your legal and tax professionals
– you can realize. You owe it to yourself and
your family to explore the options and benefits
available to you.
Francisco Orozco is an attorney with the Kantack
Alcantara Law Office, P.C., whose practice includes
estate planning and probate, real estate and business law. For more information, see kantacklawoffice.com.
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